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The single-particle energies in a nucleus of A ± 1 particles as taken from experiment are seen to be shifted when used for the calculation of the A particle system excited states. This shift can be described as a change in the particle-hole gap arising from an isospin-isospin interaction of the excited nuCleon with the remaining co:re of A -1 particles. It lowers the T = 0 states of 40 16 Ca. by about The matrix elements ( (j '{'" 1 ) J'r IV I ( j 'j -l) JT ) have a component diagonal in the projection quantum n1,llllbers of the particle and the hole (and thus independent of J). This component is a correction to the particle~hol.e energy £j 1 -'-£j:
schematized by .
In principle, it take~ into. account the change in the single-particle energy of a nucleon: which interacts with a coreof A-1 nucleus instead of A. In the same way, however, that one gets better results by using experimental singleparticle energies rathei than Hartree.:.Fock energies, the contribution (2) should be corrected for pigher order processes and replaced by ::x: +)~:·:R<~ + etc ...
-"
Except for the first order .contributio~, the graphs in (3) are not included either in a TDA or in a RPA calculation. (In Ref. 7 the second order was also included, as discussed belov).
The potential corresponding to.the measured particle energies in the ( 4) In order to take the correction ( 3) into account, we prOIOSe the repl8.cement of (4) by Let·. us neglect slight changes in the shape or the. magni t1,;de of V 0 (:r) and V 1 ( r).
We assume in addition that the shift in the single-particle energies is proportional to the change in ;the potential. These apprvximatioris are not necessary for realistic calculations, bu,t they are proba1: ly · quite good. We get therefore 0£"' 4: 
or, when the Pauli Principle forbids the construction of a particle-hole pair of good isospin
. 6
The notations are standard ones {T is the isospin of the A particle ground . 0 state).
In Table I , the shifts O£ are given in units of £ 1 /A for double closed shell nuclei. ·The value of £ 1 can be obtained from the symmetry energy of·a particle in the 2 p 3/2 orbital of 48 ca
{care the single-particle energies 6 and~ the Coulomb energy). This gives When the residual interaction is taken into.accoupt, one !las to correct for the contribution (1) which is included both in ct: and in the particle-hole matrix elements. This correction is
The proper way to include it is to subtract V j 1 j from the matrix elemer1t (10) ( {j'j-1 )JT lvl (j'j-l)JT) before using this latter in a configuration mixing calculation.
A well known discrepancy of the TDA and RPA calculations (as discussed· compared with experiments. Since these states are quite accurately described 3 -5 by a single-particle excitation, the shift oe: and the correction (10) can be -T apprOXimateiy included by adding the a!nOUnt OE: -V j I j tO the Calculated excitation energies. These corrections are shown at the left in Table II provides an adequate explanation for the mechanism leading to the shift so as to lead to a satisfying framework for the study of configuration mixing. In addition, our model has the advantage over the MSDr 11
of permitting the use of either realistic or effective interactions. As well as the study of the improvements already described, the changes in the description of the collective states brought in by this model will be interesting.
A complete R.P.A. calculation with these shifts included has therefore been undertaken.9
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